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In 2017 we created Roicos with the aim of
learning everything about Amazon. In this
time we have managed more than 300
accounts (including Estrella Damm, Cuétara
or Bella Aurora) with which we have reaped
great results, we are in the top 3 of
independent agencies in Spain and we are a
profitable company with 19 employees.

What has been the secret of our success?
During these 5 years we have been solving
Amazon’s shortcomings account
management by developing our own SaaS:
Epinium.

Now the software, the business model and the
market are ready to grow this new company.
We have a few M&A offers for Roicos and
Epinium right now.



PROBLEMS SELLING ON AMAZON

Ignorance of the 
optimization level of an 

account

Emerging market. Sellers 
need support in Spanish to 

guide them

There is no data exchange 
between SEO and Ads

Need to download reports 
and create spreadsheets to 

draw conclusions

Time-consuming manual 
tasks

Hiring a marketing agency 
greatly reduces profitability

Marketing agencies do not 
have a dedicated software 

for them



✔ Seller Central and Vendor Central

✔ Global multi-account and multi-user

✔ AI Amazon Ads automation

✔ Amazon PPC optimization

✔ Audits, analytics and reporting

✔ Amazon SEO optimization

✔ FBA stock forecast

-80%
time

x2,3
sales

first in
the world



Seller Edition Enterprise Edition The only 
software in 
Spain, Mexico 
and Latam
specialized in 
Amazon

Pro 49€/mo

Guru 99€/mo

Business 349€*/mo

Free 0€/mo

Consulting 99€/mo

Consulting+ 399€/mo

plans

support

Base (5 accounts & 2 users) 200€/mo

Extra user 9,90€/mo

Seller extra account 15,90€/mo

Vendor account 42,90€/mo

plans

“If you are an 
agency selling 
Amazon services, 
you definitely need 
Epinium”

Jordi Ordoñez

Be listed in our agencies directory.

Participate in webinars, blog articles, 
videos, etc… with the aim of giving them 
visibility

Be consultant if a seller edition customer 
subscribe a premium support plan

partner’s program

*+5% ads investment
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We are the spanish company with more Amazon data

Total sales and investment in Amazon Ads transacted by Epinium

Sales Ads Investment



MARKETPLACES
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in 2020
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Amazon Advertising
Ads alone accounted for $21.5B in annual 
revenue for Amazon in 2020, up 66% from 
2019. It could be a $50B platform by 2023, 
and thus much bigger than Facebook Ads.

The Amazon-Native Brands
Amazon seller 1.0 was a reseller. Advertising 
on Amazon and private labels created seller 
2.0. Seller 3.0 is building Amazon Native 
Brands (ANBs), sending traffic from outside 
of Amazon, and investing in social media. 
Attracted by this, have been created the 
agreggators, companies that have a current 
capital of one billion dollars to acquire 
Amazon-Native Brands and promote them.
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Seller Central Vendor Central

Worldwide billing on Amazon. Billions of dollars.

In 2021, more than 13,000 SMEs based in 
Spain sold through its platform. It means 
a market of 66M for Amazon SaaS 
companies only in Spain. We can 
integrate all global Amazon 
marketplaces on Epinium and there are 
1,500,000 active sellers.



Awareness

Consideration

Decision

Retention

Loyalty

Through outbound with SDR team. Inbound actions: live
broadcasts, seo, ppc, Amazon appstore, social selling, email
marketing and affiliates. Also partner program.

We conduct a demo call with all leads and offer them a 14-
day free trial.

Just one day before the end of the free trial, we hold a new
meeting to answer questions and motivate you to sign up.

Launch of new tools, content generation and calls with the
main clients.

Having made them increase sales and be more productive
thanks to the platform. Create success stories from them.



We are the creators and organizers of the FBAshow, 
the main Amazon sellers congress in Spanish 
language. More than 1.500 attendees visited the first 
edition in Barcelona.



40 Seller Editions 4.230 web visits

7 Enterprise Editions 6.500€ MRR

1,1% Visit-to-lead 1.437€ LTV

50% Lead-to-trial

25% Trial-to-customer

2022 2023



COMPETITORS

FACT In the US, agencies do not use Amazon's advertising console, they all use software

Seller Central Integration ✓ ✓ X X X

Vendor & Brand Analytics Integration ✓ X X X X

Catalogue Monitoring ✓ ✓ X X X

Catalogue Edition by API ✓ X X X X

Amazon Ads Integration ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

AI automations ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Competitors spy X ✓ X X X

FBA Stock forecast for Europe ✓ X X X X

Benchmark X ✓ ✓ X X

Keyword Research Tool X ✓ X X X

Spanish and English Support ✓ X X X X



Carlos Martinez
CEO

Miquel Ferrando
CTO

Supported by

Mataró
headquarterHe has been leading the 

companies for 6 years. He is 
graduated in Business 

Administration and Master in 
Entrepreneurship from UPF, 

both with the best academic 
record. PIMECjoves Maresme
president, passionate about 

the business world, 
technology, marketing and 

sales.

He has been leading the 
development team for 6 

years. His gift is curiosity and 
being a true full-stack. 

Computer engineer from the 
UAB. Creative, calculating and 

detailed. Passionate about 
technology and 
programming.

Roger Barrero
CMO

Jesús Valle
Backend developer

Esteban Fa
Frontend developer

Christian Martucci
Sales Manager



The 2 main areas of investment will 
be:

1. Development team: we have huge 
list of new functionalities, mainly use 
of all our big data through artificial 
intelligence algorithms

2. Marketing investment

3. Sales team

Roicos’ creation

Epinium’s creation

Epinium launch

Enisa

Growth
Mainly in Spain and Italy

We get a 300k loan

We activate our marketing plan

We highly value the integration of other
channels (tier 2 or 3 marketplaces) in
Epinium. The moment of integration will
depend on the level of maturity of our
tool, the priorities of our clients, the
market and the roadmap of our main
competitors. We do not propose that it
be during this year.

300k
fundraising

90k
committed

Michael
Kleindl



Other M&A operations

Sellics is acquired by Ascential, which had 
already acquired Perpetua and Flywheel

SaaS aggregator for Amazon sellers 
Carbon6 acquires Pixelme

Helium10 buys Prestozon

Tresmares invests in the Amazon agency 
Nozama

Bonsai and the vehicle of José Manuel 
Entrecanales enter Yaba, the first 
aggregator of Amazon sellers in southern 
Europe

Publicis Group acquires Profitero for 
around 200 million dollars

Amazon brand aggregator BrandHero
buys Amazing

Possible exits

Media, communication or consulting 
agencies. We have already received 
several acquisition or merger requests

Direct international competitors who 
would like to enter the Hispanic market

Other software companies that are not 
direct competitors that want to expand 
their business into the Amazon 
marketplace and marketplaces

Amazon

Aggregators like Carbon6, Thrasio, SellerX
or BrandHero that buy Amazon businesses



Carlos Martínez
Co-Founder & CEO
cmartinez@epinium.com
+34626094185
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